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Karen Knorr was born in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, raised in San Juan Puerto Rico, and educated in Paris and London. She has lived in England since the 1970s creating a large body of work that has developed a critical and playful dialogue with photography. Her themes range from investigating the patriarchal values of the English upper classes to addressing the role of animals and their representation in art. Using photography to explore cultural traditions, from the gentlemen’s clubs of Saint James to the luxuriant interiors of Indian palaces, Knorr’s work reaches out to engage conceptual art, visual culture, and feminism.

From the 1980’s onwards, Knorr’s work has been increasingly engaged with examining issues of power that underlie cultural heritage. This is the principal theme of her work but one that lies subtly under the visual richness and inventiveness of her images. Knorr’s photographs satisfy many of the requisites of traditional photography which address the surface appearance of a species or place, but then move to a paradoxical space where they begin to question the overt assumptions of the picture’s content.

In "India Song", her most recent work, Knorr’s photographs engage two formal constants - first the insertion by digital means of the animal subject(s) within the consistently frontal interior photograph and secondly the pose or action expressed. Each finished photograph is both a mystery and a fable – referencing both the vast tradition of picturing animals in art along with the western appreciation/appropriation of eastern culture and form.

Like the pioneering early photographers who found in India a wealth of exotic subject matter, Knorr celebrates the visual richness found in the myths and stories of northern India using sacred and secular sites to highlight caste, femininity and its relationship with the animal world. She considers men’s space (mardana) and women’s space (zanana) in Mughal and Rajput architecture be they in palaces, mansions, or mausoleums. These interiors are meticulously photographed with a large format analogue camera. Knorr’s own photographs of live animals are then inserted into the diverse rooms and sites, fusing high resolution digital with analogue photography. The results create original and stunning images that reinvent the Panchatantra (an ancient Indian collection of animal fables) for the 21st century and further blur the boundaries between reality and illusion.

Although widely exhibited in Europe and India, “India Song” will be Karen Knorr’s first solo show in the United States. This past October, the work was nominated for the 2012 Deutsche Börse Photography Prize - Europe’s most prestigious award “for a living photographer who has made the most significant contribution to the medium of photography over the past year”.

In addition to Knorr’s work, the back gallery will present a selection of photographs of interiors by Julius Schulman, Evelyn Hofer, William Eggleston, Candida Hofer, Robert Polidori, Abelardo Morell, and Matthew Pillsbury.

For more information please call 212 629 6778 or e-mail info@danzigergallery.com